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The pandemic has propelled the healthcare industry forward by a couple of decades.
Accelerated digital transformation has given rise to a new breed of health-tech that
is driving efficiency and improving patient outcomes. From digital twins in
personalized medicine to the use of natural language processing (NLP) and artificial
intelligence (AI) in electronic health records (EHRs), this month’s newsletter
summarizes the latest smart innovations in the industry, and tries to answer the
omnipresent question: What’s next?

Digital twins in personalized medicine:
From evolution to revolution
Digital twin technology that can use a patient's
clinical data in real-time to produce predictions of
medical outcomes, is transforming the face of
personalized medicine. Explore how. >>

NLP: A game-changer for unstructured
data in EHRs
EHRs can rapidly digitize medical data, however
challenges such as lack of standardization is
hindering this system. Uncover how NLP technology
is providing an efficient solution. >>

How AI is optimizing the productivity of
EHRs
AI-enabled EHR systems allow clinicians to rapidly
access, extract and electronically export patient
data with minimal error. Here are 4 major ways AI is
changing the game for EHRs. >>

Spotlight on AI
AI in healthcare: Key highlights in 2021 (Medical Device Network)
AI-based healthcare tech: Unique challenges and opportunities (Forbes)
How AI-powered data intelligence will drive precision healthcare (HealthcareIT
News)

What’s next for healthcare in 2022?
Digital health predictions for 2022: A brighter future (HealthcareIT News)
What the next year is set to look like for telehealth (HealthcareIT News)
Three trends expected to accelerate for healthcare providers in 2022 (Forbes)
The future of digital healthcare is here: Are you ready? (Technology Review)
2022 will require augmented intelligence outside EHRs (HealthcareIT News)
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